New FeltWorks® Open Cell Systems from Armstrong Ceilings Offer Sound Absorption in a Modular, Geometric Visual

Three kitted panel designs can be configured as clouds or wall-to-wall installations

LANCASTER, Pa. – With the introduction of new FeltWorks® Open Cell Acoustical Panels, Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions is offering a modular, geometric ceiling visual that also helps reduce noise in open environments.

FeltWorks Open Cell Ceiling Systems are the newest addition to the Armstrong® family of felt ceiling products, which also includes pre-kitted FeltWorks Blades and FeltWorks Acoustical Panels.
Available in three kitted panel designs, including Ebbs & Flows, Peaks & Valleys, and Rectangles, FeltWorks Open Cell panels can be installed as square or rectangular clouds or interlinked to create a wall-to-wall design.

**Available in 15 Standard Colors**

Available in 15 standard colors, the modular kits can be specified in four sizes: 48" x 48", 96" x 48", 48" x 96", and 96" x 96" kit sizes. The Ebbs & Flows and Peaks & Valleys kits are available in 9" panel depths and the Rectangle kits are available in either 6" or 12" panel depths. With consistent color throughout the panels, there is no need to field-finish cut edges.

FeltWorks Open Cell panels install easily on the Hanging Kit and can be easily removed to provide plenum access and lighting integration. With sound absorption of up to 0.80 NRC, the 1/4-inch-thick panels provide excellent acoustical performance.

Made from up to 60 percent post-consumer recycled PET fibers, the FeltWorks Open Cell panels are part of the Armstrong® Sustain® portfolio and meet the most stringent industry sustainability standards, including GREENGUARD Gold and Declare℠ Red List Free certifications.

To learn more about FeltWorks Open Cell Acoustical Panels, please visit armstrongceilings.com/feltworks and explore the FeltWorks Open Cell Design Guide where you will find detailed layout and installation drawings. CAD and Revit® files are available online for design & documentation. You can also chat live or call a U.S. based TechLine expert at 1-877-276-7876, Option #2, if help is needed.

With the recent acquisition of Turf Design, Armstrong has enhanced and expanded its felt portfolio to include custom designs from Turf, offering architects and designers an unparalleled selection of acoustic felt products and solutions. To learn more about custom felt creations from Turf Design, visit www.armstrongceilings.com/turfdesign.

**About Armstrong World Industries**

Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a leader in the design and manufacture of innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall and suspension system solutions in the Americas. With over $1 billion in revenue in 2019, AWI has about 2,500 employees and a manufacturing network of 14 facilities plus five plants dedicated to its WAVE joint venture.